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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Enda Hynes O&#39;Connor has contributed to the dictionary with 2 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a espuertas
I think that expression to baskets is a regionalism in Spain or in some area of Spain. First time I hear the word and
expression. A mi me will serve to make the grid but if I say that here, nobody is going to understand me. Says here in
the Argentina bulk that is a little more logical

moyeta
moyeta is incorrectly written and should be written as " MOYETA OR MOYESTA " being its meaning: < /br > The word
Moyeta is apparently a regionalism of the Dominican Republic. It can be Moyesta also refers to a voluptuous woman
with good curves and fill. Refers to a woman who is good for the taste of them may be synonymous with mulatona or
negrona. By what I saw in the videos is provocative and easy. The word is not known in the Argentina Moyeta.Hay to
differentiate from MOLLETA that can sound the same in some regions. The LL has different sounds according to where
one lives. Molleta or muffin is a type of bread made in Spain, Honduras, Mexico, Bolivia, Cuba, Guatemala and
Honduras. They have different recipes. It can be white flour and milk, flour of lower quality and more dark and eats it
combined with things such as Mexico with butter and beans


